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PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET
Thank you for trusting your care to Balance Sport & Spine, we look forward to meeting you! The following form is designed to welcome you to our
practice and briefly familiarize you with Dr Backus, her training, and our general office policies, and to enable the best dynamic for caring for your
condition.
About Balance Sport & Spine, and Dr Backus:
Dr Backus specializes in pain conditions of the entire body, including the back, neck, and extremities (shoulder, elbow, knee, ankle, foot etc). She
uses a comprehensive understanding of the body’s mechanics, musculoskeletal system, and nervous system to treat simple as well as complex;
acute or chronic pain conditions. We have had success where other treatments have failed for many of our patients. Education: Dr Backus
received her undergraduate degree from the University of Virginia (2000, Psychology), a degree in Business Administration Program through
Georgetown University’s School of Continuing Studies (2006), and a Doctorate of Chiropractic degree from Life University (2013). In 2013, she
became licensed through the Virginia Board of Medicine as a Chiropractic Physician. In 2013, she was vetted through the Physician’s Services
Program at Virginia Hospital Center and her practice accepted to be located at Virginia Hospital Center McLean Medical Group. Following four
wonderful years at this location, she began another practice at INOVA Medical Group in 2017. Approach: In addition to her knowledge as a
Chiropractic Physician, Dr Backus has pursued and achieved Board-Certification in Physiotherapy through the NBCE, as well as pursued rigorous
training in Active Release Technique (ART), a medically patented Soft Tissue Technique and is licensed to perform Complex Protocols for the Full
Body. She daily integrates her knowledge of each pain condition to care in a one-on-one environment for her patients, to help them make the best
progress possible with their pain conditions and continues to pursue regular continuing education on the latest practices in her field.
Appointment preparation: In order to best treat your condition, please wear comfortable clothing which allows free movement (workout clothes
which do not obstruct viewing of the region, and athletic shoes) to each appointment. We aim to provide the best possible care for your condition
and it is essential to easily view the area during movement patterns, as well as be able to easily access the area during your appointment. Please
ensure that you are changed and ready when you arrive for your appointment.
First Office Appointment (New Patient Evaluation):
A complete understanding between yourself and your Doctor of your pertinent information/ history is essential in assessing your condition properly.
Your accurate and full completion of the intake paperwork in this packet, and open communication between yourself and your provider at each of
your appointments is paramount, and we greatly appreciate your taking the time to carefully complete your intake forms, detailing the history of your
painful condition.
Your first visit is a 50-minute appointment, during which time your Doctor will collect further details surrounding your pain condition, as well as
perform an evaluation, including appropriate testing. This appointment is an evaluative appointment to appropriately assess your condition,
including collecting objective findings such as range of motion limitations and painful positions to acquire a base-line understanding of your condition.
If no further imaging or testing is required at this time, your assessment will be used to determine your pain generator and deliver a correct diagnosis
to best treat your condition for future appointments. The expected length and frequency of future appointments, as well as treatment options and
therapy at our office will also be discussed.
This appointment is also designed to answer your questions relating to your condition. Future appointments will focus exclusively on treatment,
versus continued explanation of your condition, so questions are appreciated and encouraged at your first appointment time.
Your Doctor will also explain to you the ways to accurately track your pain condition between upcoming visits including:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Keeping a daily journal of pain levels: Rate your pain on a 0-10 pain scale. These are subjective measurements by the patient and are
necessary to express to your Doctor your unique pain experience between appointments,
Location of the pain (i.e. where on the right knee your pain is located—front/back/inside/outside of the knee),
As well as timing of the pain (is it worse in the morning, evening, after exercise, after a particular activity),
As well as the frequency of the pain (occasional, constant, intermittent—percentage of time present, if intermittent?).

You will be asked to keep track of this information between appointments and report to your Doctor at the beginning of each future appointment, prior
to beginning your treatment for that day. We aim to help you achieve good progress and this process is collaborative and requires your feedback
and participation to ensure appropriate progress between appointments. Because pain typically follows a pain pattern of being at high levels to
gradually lower levels, maintaining this data between appointments is important in our assessment of your progress.

Future appointments (following New Patient Evaluation at 1st appointment): Your appointment length is established based upon the number of
services and associated length of office time to address your symptoms at each appointment--establishing the correct amount of time in office is
essential for your proper progress, which is our aim. The below fees detail typical office visit lengths and associated charges. You agree to pay
the session fee in full at the end of each appointment. Our fees for appointments are as follows:
CATEGORY 1
15-23* minute appointment: $80
CATEGORY 2
25-38* minute appointment: $120
CATEGORY 3
40-55* minute appointment: $160
* Time variability is dependent on the time necessary to perform the services specified for your condition in-office—this is intended to
provide a general outline for patients of office appointment length and associated cost, at any given appointment.
Communication between appointments with your Doctor:
Typically it will not be necessary for you to communicate directly with your Doctor between appointments, only with our staff regarding
scheduling/routine office matters. Should you need to speak with your Doctor, our preference is for all Doctor/patient interactions to occur in-office.
It is easy to misinterpret or misunderstand intent/context when reading an email, and not possible for a Doctor to physically assess the patient and
provide advice via email or over the phone. In addition email is not confidential and so goes against the patient’s right to privacy with regards to
his/her medical information. Please call our office to schedule an appointment if you need to follow up with your Doctor between appointments.
We ask that if you are speaking on the phone with your Doctor that your conversation be kept brief, less than 10 minutes. If we exceed 10 minutes,
standard appointment rates will be applied.
Emergencies
We do not provide emergency services. Medical emergencies are life threatening events that require prompt medical attention—call 911
or go directly to your nearest emergency care center.
Other Fees:







Telephone call—No charge for first 10 minutes, after that standard appointment rates apply.
Standard appointment rates apply for time spent outside of appointment on email, legal matters, or other client related business (including
coordinating care with other Doctors, requested by patient or deemed necessary for proper patient treatment) beyond 10 minutes per week.
Copying charge: $0.25/ page
Returned check fee--$25
Missed appointments cancelled less than 24 hours in advance will be charged the full appointment fee for the length of the appointment
scheduled.
If you are late to an appointment, you agree to pay full appointment fee for the length of the appointment scheduled.

Record requests/Written communication—outside of routine scheduling requests, the office reserves the right of a minimum of 5 business days
(dependent on the nature of the request) to respond to written requests for medical communication--requests for written communication including the
transmitting of medical records will be a minimum of 10 business days.
Insurance Reimbursement: It is our goal to ensure clear communication about all financial policies, including insurance. Balance Sport & Spine is
an “out-of-network provider,” and we do not accept insurance, however we do accept FSA and HSA debit cards for office visit payment, and
some insurance companies will partially or fully cover our services, some will not. If this is a concern for you, please check with your insurance
company regarding your eligibility for benefits. We cannot guarantee that your treatment will be covered. If you would like to use your insurance, you
agree to request, as needed from our office, an “itemized insurance claim” that you may submit to your insurance for reimbursement. We do not call
or correspond with your insurance company, or provide additional paperwork. You will still be responsible for payment in full at the end of each
session, and your insurance company will reimburse you directly. (Please note: The “receipt of payment” you may receive for payment is different
from the “itemized insurance claim” form.)
Attention Medicare/Medicaid patients: Please advise the doctor immediately if you are a Medicare or Medicaid patient and check the box to the
right indicating which plan is applicable. Dr Backus is a “Non-Par Medicare Provider”—see “Medicare” Form of this packet for further details.
□ Medicare
□ Medicaid
I acknowledge and agree to abide by the above office policies/ guidelines during my treatment at Balance Sport & Spine, LLC.

Printed Name
Signature

Date

